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A long vertical creeping strike-slip fauit, buried i' 2 vi-sco-elastic

halfspace,representingthelithosphere-asthenospheresystem'iscon-
sidered. nt is assumed that tectonic forces maintained a steady shear

stress far arvay from the fault. Exact solutions for the displacements

and stresses are obtained in the absence of fault slip or creep' It is

shown that, under suitable conditions, there would be a steady accu-

mulation ol shear stress near the fault, resulting eventuaily in a sudden

fault movernent, generating an earthquake or aseismic fzrult creep. The

case of fault creep is considered in detail, and solutions for the dis-

placements and stresses vatrid after the commencement of fault creep

are obtained. It is founct that, under suitable conditions, the fault

creep may iead to aseismic release of shear stress near the fault'

reducing the possibility of a sudden fault movement, generating an

earthquake.

1. Introdttction :

Sudden movements across strike-slip faults constitute one of the

major causes of tectolic eartl:quakes. Observational studies of surface

rnovements in some seismicaliy active regions, carried out during the

last ten or fifteen years, using repeated gecrdetic sllrveys and instru-

mental observations with strainmeters and tiltmeters, have revealed that,

in such regions, during apparently quiet aseismic periods, there are

slow aseismic surface movements, of the order of a few mms' per year'

Sudden fault movements, generating earthquakes, are preceded by

considerable periods of accumulation of shear stress near the fault,

and a sudden fault movement occurs when the accumulation of stress

reaches a critical level. After the sudden seismic movement, which

results, in release of the accurnulated stress, the fault usually becomes

locked again, I:lowever, in some cases, such as the central part of the
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San Andreas fault, a strow aseismic relative mover&ent across the fault
has been observed, and this is called "fault creep".

Theoretical niodels have been developed for the lithosphere-
asthenospirere system in the regions with active seismic fauits, by Nur
et. al. (1974), Budiansky et. al. {1916), Mukherji et. al. (1978, 1979),

Spence et. a1. (1919), Pal et. al. (1980 a, b) and a ferv others. In
these theoretical models, str:ike-siip faults reaching the free surface have
generally been considered, and the faults are assumed to become locked
after sudden movem-qnts. Theoretical models of the lithosphere-
asthenosphere system have been deveioped by Fal et. al, (1980 a, b).
In these models, creeping faults reaching free surface' are considered,
However, there is indireci evidenco for the existence of buried creeping
faults wirich do not reach the surface, and the case of sucir a buried
creeping fault has been considered here.

2. Formulation:
We consider a long ptrane vertical strike-slip fault, buried in a

visco-elastic half strlace, which is taken to represent the lithosphere-
asthenosphere system, as in Pal et. al. (1980 a). We introduce Cartesian
co-ordinates {!r, !r, /r) with the free surface as the plane yr:0, and
the plan of the fault as the plane I::0. The yr-axis is along the
trace of the fault along the iree surface. The upper and lower edges
of the fault are taken to be horizontal, at depths r/ and D below the
free surfaces (d < D). Fig. 1 shor,vs a section of the model by the
plane yr:0.

We take the length of the fault to be large compared to its depth
aind width, and take the displacements and stresses to be independent of
./r, So that they are functions of (yr, lz, t') . It is easily seen that, in this
case, the displacement corrponent ru, parallel to the y1-axis, associated
with strike-slip lault rncvement, and the stress components r12, r 7a ssso-
ciated with u, rvill be independent of the other componeuts of displace-
ment and strees. Taking the rnaterial of the half-space to be linearly
visco-elastic and oi th* il{axv,'eli typ:, as explained by Mukherji et. al.
(1979), we have tho follorving rele*rant relations between stress and
displacement.

(t *t a\, 
-d1L i

\,i ' P Ct )' L2- At7y.

and 1-r*r3\. :6!1, i /tt
\t1 'PQ7/ rs AtAy, I

where p, q aie the effective rigidity and viscosity of the material.
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Figure 1.

For the slow aseismic displacements we consider, we neglect the
inertial forces, which are very small, exprained by pal et. al. (19g0 a), so
that we have

So,,)+frG,,):0. (2.)

We assume that the shear, stress r* has a constant value r- far
away from the fault plane, while stresses near the fault change due to
fault creep. Then the stresses satisfy the boundary condition.

f;rs:0 at !s:0 I
z1r*0 as yr+*, ,"
rrz4x, as I yr l -* in yr20 (4)
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From (l) and (2) we have

fr(v,u,):o
which is satisfied if

Y'ur:o
3, Displacements and Stresses in the absence of fault creep:

Before the commencement of fault creep, the displacements and
stresses satisfying the relations (l)-(5), and are continuous everywhere
in the system. Solutions fot ur, rlz, x* are obtained as in pal et. al.
(1980 a), taking Laplace transforms of (l)-(5) withrespecttot,solvingthe
resulting boundary vaiue problem for ir, irr, .rr, the Laplace trans-
fo'ms of ur, ctz, c* and then inverting the Laplace transform. This
gives

ur(!r,yu, t):(ar)o + !p#t

t 
1 2(!2, ! s,t):(rr r) o e -"r' n, *(, - r-'#)

.r 
r r( y, y s, t): (r rr.) r, - #

where (ur)o, kr)0, (rrr), rvhich are the values of

[ur]:.f (y,) u (r)

where lu rl: <t (.ur) - 4t (ur')
yr+0*0 yr-+0-0
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Ut, Ttr, t* at

(7)

acr0ss F(yr:0, dgyr(D)

(5)

)
lI rolI"

)

l:0, may depend on (!r, ),r) the tima t being measured froE
the instant at which (1)-(5) become valid for the system. If (rrr)o
has a value less than r"o near the fault, we find that zu increases
steadily with time near the fault, and ultimately ->zoo as t-+e, Thus,
if the characteristics of the fault be such that fault creep would commence
when r* reaches a critical value r" near the fault, where r"S.r*,lherr
fault creep would commence alter a flnite time.

4. Displacemenls and stresses after the commeilcement of foult creep:
After the commencement of slow aseismic fault creep, the relations

(l)-(5) are still satisfied. But there is now a time-dependent slow
creeping relative displacement across F, which changes with time as long
as the fault creep continues. we now measure the time r from the
instant of commencement of fault creep, and take the boundary condition
across F to be

,-*__.G*
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We take r12,rtu to rernain continuous across F' since the materials

on opposite sides of Fremain pressed together during creep' The velocity

of creep across the fault is given by

*Vr1:f(1'u)v(t) [d<ro<D]
OL

where V(t\ : U'it).
To obtain the displacements a'nd stresses we proceed as in Pal et'

al.(1980a).WetakeLaplacetransformof(1)-(5)and(7)withrespect
to t. The resulting boundary value problem for i1 '?"' tlu it solved

by using the Green's Function technique discussed in Maruyama(1966)

and pai et. ar. (1g80ar. Finaily, on inverting the Laplace transrorm, we

obtain LtL, rrzt rtg. The solution is obtainerl in a reiatively simple

foira if the creep velocity is constant across the fault' i'e"'

luri:V. t

across F [],, :0, d-<Y, ( D1

where Z is the constant creep velocity'

We obtain. in this case,

ut:ittr,o+r'o YJ +:l-6ttlz, !s'
tl "'"

t 12: (,r 1,\ oe- f *r* (t - r-#)

-{(1- e-P1\d,'!2,!z\
2zr\ 11 /'"- -

6 fi z,y,) : tan-1 (*t) *,rt-' (' ;;' 
-)

- tan-1 (-r") - .*'-' (41zl)

d,(!,, D:.##iiT*6fi,#-
d+y, d-)',

- \;f +i;FTid - ,i- h)+tr
and Q,(y,, D: 1p=|;r ayi- 6*J, , 

-trl-
-T{_y),+yZ' td*!ztz!-lZ'

We note that, near the fault F, (yr=A, dLlzlD), we have

r,= u:k*6pv7.o

:, r,,, or- t! -'"^' ( L - e-i") d, )' z' !s'
n z1f \ \/

(8)t

I
i

land t rz

where

(e)

E
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we note that the last three terms in (8) in the expression for dz,
represent the effect of fault creep. since lr(0 near the fault, and

/ 0 fault creep, we conclude that the fault creep results in a slow

aseismic release of shear strees near the fault, and this release is greater

for larger values of Z. The aseismic release of shear stress near the

fault would be expected to reduce tbe possibility of the stress accumula-

tion reaching sufficiently large values to cause a sudden large fault

movement, generating a major earthquake. This ccnclusion is consistent

with the observed phenomenon that steadily creeping parts of strike-slip

faults do not appear to generate major earthquakes'

We also note from (8), that the rate of accurnulation of the shear

strain e, ,:tr#. on the surface near the fault (yu:Q,!z=0) is given by

Hence the fault creep (z)0) reduces the rate of accumulation of

shear strain on the surface near the fault, and for a suitable value of Z,

there is no accumulation of surface shear strain. This is in qualitative

agreement with observation near creeping strike-slip faults, where the

rate ol accumulation of surface shear strain has been generally found to

be much smaller, compared to active strike-slip faults vrhich are locked.

In particular, the rate of accumulation of surface shear strain near the

creeping central part of the San Andreas fault has been found to be much

less than the corresponding rate near the locked northern and southern

parts of the same fault, as reported by Turcotte ct. al. (1976) and others.
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